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New Features 
 

New! Client Search Bar 
To improve your user experience and save you a few clicks, a new client search bar and drop-
down was added to the top of the left menu.  There are two ways to search: 

 
1. Place your cursor in the box and begin typing the client’s name, then select the client. 

2. Drop down the list and select the client’s name. 
 

The drop-down list is in alphabetical order and when a name is selected, you will quickly be 
directed to the client’s prompt page! 

                          

 

 

 
New! User Login Reporting 
You can now track your staff’s login session data. Find out when a specific user logged into the 
system and when they logged out.  To access this information, go to: 



  
  
  
 
BACK OFFICE > COMPANY > USERS 

Search and click on the user’s login name. In the login details section, you will find a “Login 
Report” button. 

 

Select a date range and click the “Search Logs” button. 

 

The report will show the date and time the user was logged in and when they logged out.  
 

 
 

 

 

New! Nurse MAR Review Page (Optional Feature) 
Some state regulations require that all MARs be reviewed and signed by the nursing team. To 
make this process easy for your nurses, we have created a new page called, “MAR Sign-Off”.   

How to activate MAR Sign-off page:    

1. Go to BACK OFFICE > COMPANY > COMPANY DETAILS. 



  
  
  
 

 
2. Check the “MAR Review and Sign-off” checkbox then click “Save”. 
3. Next, go to BACK OFFICE > MASTER > ROLE, select Nurse role, click “Edit”.   

Note: you can make this page visible to any role. 
4. Drill through the back office – client management until you find a “MAR Sign Off” 

checkbox.  
5. Check the box and click “Save”. 

Now, the MAR Sign Off page is active for the roles you chose. 

Your Nurse (or any other role) can log in and go to: 
 
BACK OFFICE > CLIENT MANAGEMENT > MAR SIGN OFF 

 

 
On the MAR Review page, the nurse will click on the “Show MAR” link and the current month’s 
MAR will open in a new tab for review. When review is complete, the nurse can close the tab, 
then go back to the MAR Review page and click the “Verified” checkbox. 
 
 

 



  
  
  
 

 
 
When all MARs have been reviewed, click “Save” at the bottom of the list and the client names 
will be removed from the list.  The nurse’s electronic signature will be added to the MAR once 
verified and will show that the MAR was reviewed.  

 

 

 
New! House Tasks and Report for Staff (Optional Feature) 
You can schedule a general task for staff and have it appear on a separate report. For example, 
some agencies have their overnight staff conduct a nightly MAR review. This task can be 
classified as a “House Task” through the task master and appear on its own House Task Report.  

How to set up: 

1. Set up checkbox in task master (Back Office > Master > Task).

 
 



  
  
  
 

2. Set up task (ex – Nightly MAR review task) in client’s task list. 

 
 

3. Set up House Task Report in (Back Office > Master > Role). 

 
 

4. Access House Task Report (Back Office > Client Management > All Clients > Select Client 
> Management Reports). 
 

 
 

5. Please contact Technical Support to request activation of this report if it has not yet 
been set up in your account.  

 

 



  
  
  
 
 
New! Warning When Staff Missing eSignature on MAR  
(Optional Feature) 
It is important that all staff, especially those who pass medication, have an electronic signature 
in their profile. The electronic signature automatically populates on the client’s eMAR when 
staff passes a medication. Without the eSignature, the MAR will have a blank space above the 
staff’s name and you could be out of compliance. The new warning displays for your staff until 
they add the eSignature to their profile.  
 
How to Set up the Warning: 

Go to BACK OFFICE > MASTER > CONFIGURATION. 

Look for the field labeled, “Show Missing Signature Warning on Prompt Page”.  
Typing in “True” will turn the feature on.  
“False” turns it off. 

 

Make your change and click the “Save” button. 

Behind the scenes, the system will check each user’s account when they are logged in and 
determine if the user has an eSignature in their profile. If the user’s profile does NOT have a 
signature, a reminder will display on any prompt page letting them know a signature is needed. 

 

 
If the user has a signature in the profile, no message will display. 

Reminder: The easiest way for staff to add an eSignature is by downloading the CaraSolva Sign 
mobile app. Compatible with Apple and Android devices. 



  
  
  
 
 

 

 

Quickly Give Multiple Location Access to Users 
A new button has been added to the user profile page. If you have a user who needs access to 
all locations and you do not want to individually select each location, you can now “Select All” 
locations with a single button. 
 

 

 

 

 

Left Navigation Menus Simplified (Optional Feature) 
Did you know that you can build a hierarchy of locations and sub-locations in CaraSolva?  If your 
organization has a more complex, layered structure, you can now simplify your staff’s view of 
the left navigation by decreasing the need to drill through sub-locations to get to a client’s 
prompt page. In the example below, let’s say your staff member has access to 12 locations. 



  
  
  
 
 

 

 

CareMed Location has two more tiers beneath it. Underneath each sub-location (East Wing and 
West Wing) are the clients. 

 

Staff and other users will typically need to click four times to get to the client’s prompt page. 
To simplify this, you can set up a configuration in CaraSolva to “flatten” or otherwise “ignore” 
the upper tiers to save time. 
 
To turn on this feature, go to the BACK OFFICE > MASTER > CONFIGURATION and look for the 
“Navigation bar: Flatten” field and make sure the value is “True”.   
 

 

Next, you will want to determine the maximum number of locations visible before you want the 
hierarchy to simplify automatically.  This feature allows a manager or administrator, with access 
to many locations, to continue to see the complete hierarchical structure.  In our example, 
there are 12 locations and we have set our configuration to 20. This means that when a user 
has access to less than 20 locations, any sub-locations will appear on the same level with all 
other locations, to give the user direct, quick access to the clients. 



  
  
  
 

 
 

Now, the locations, “East Wing” and “West Wing” are on the first level in alphabetical order 
and CareMed Location and Building 1 levels are no longer showing.  

 
 

 
 

 

Enhancements 
 
Scheduling a Medication and Vital Together (Optional Feature) 
You can set up a medication and tie it to a specific vital. For example, if your client takes a high 
blood pressure medication but also takes a supplement for weight loss, it could affect the 
client’s blood pressure. In this case, it would be important to take the client’s blood pressure 
before taking the supplement to ensure the blood pressure is low enough.  See below for 
instructions on how to set up this feature: 
 

1. Go to BACK OFFICE > MASTER > MEDICATION. 



  
  
  
 

 
 
 

2. Next, click the blue down arrow to access the search details, type in med name to 
search for the medication. If you find the correct medication, click “Select” located to 
the left of the medication name. (Note: If you cannot find the correct medication and 
strength, click “Add” to create a new medication in the Medication Master list) 

 
 

3. Select the medication (Med will be highlighted in orange) and click the “Edit” button at 
the bottom of the screen. 



  
  
  
 

 
 
 

4. Next, locate the “Vital To Check” drop-down menu and select the correct vital to be 
checked before administering medication.  Click “Save” button to save your changes. 
 

 
 
 

5. When you edit any medication in the master, you will receive a warning informing you 
that your changes will affect all existing scheduled medications in the system. The 
warning pop-up may differ in appearance based on the browser you are using. The 
below example is from Google Chrome. 



  
  
  
 

 
 

6.  Click “OK” if you wish to continue with saving the master medication. Once saved 
properly, you should receive a confirmation stating that the medication was saved 
successfully: 
 

 
 
 

7. Next, schedule the medication for the client (BACK OFFICE > CLIENT MANAGEMENT > 
ALL CLIENTS > SELECT CLIENT > EVENT SCHEDULES > MEDICATION EVENT 
MANAGEMENT). 

Configure the medication details and select an administration time. 
 

 



  
  
  
 

Be sure to click “Save”. 
 

8. Schedule vital and give it the same administration time as the medication. 

(BACK OFFICE > CLIENT MANAGEMENT > ALL CLIENTS > SELECT CLIENT > EVENT 
SCHEDULES > VITALS EVENT MANAGEMENT) 

Complete all details for the vital and schedule the vital for the same time as the 
medication.  The scheduling frequency must also be the same (daily, weekly, etc.). 

 

9. Check to ensure that your prompts appear on the page properly. The vital should appear 
directly above the associated medication.  Once all scheduling is done, the system will 
automatically recognize that it is a “Vital To Check” medication and will display the vital 
prompt immediately before the medication it is tied to. 
 

 

 

Note: If the administration times do not match, the proper linking of both prompts will not work. 

Note: The system will only recognize a certain vital once per client. For example, you cannot 
schedule “Medication A + Blood Pressure at 13:00 (1PM)” and then “Medication B + Blood 
Pressure at 20:00 (8PM)”. Only the first instance will display the vital before the medication 
prompt. 

You CAN however, schedule multiple different medications with distinct vitals for the same client 
and it will display correctly for the client.  

 

Can I Set Up a Vital and PRN Together? 
At this time, there is not currently a way to tie a vital and PRN together unless the user 
indicates a vital reading in the remarks box when administering the PRN or adding it to staff 
notes.  If added to the PRN remarks, the notes will display on the MAR. 

 



  
  
  
 

 

 

Staff and Nurse Note Improvements 
To encourage your staff to read all client notes in the system, the following improvements have 
been made to the notes feature: 

Landing Page 
The notes on the landing page have been moved to the bottom section and are now auto-
expanded so they can easily be visible upon logging in.  A “Note Type” column was also added 
to the page to identify whether the note is a staff note or nurse note. 

 

 

Prompt Page 
When staff or nurse notes are present on the client’s prompt page, a large blue pop-up window 
will appear, displaying all active notes before a user can access the client’s prompts. The user 
can then read the client’s notes and then click the “Finished” button to proceed to the client’s 
prompt page. 

 



  
  
  
 
 

When the “Finished” button is clicked, the notes pop-up will not re-appear for that client during 
the login session.  If at any time, a user needs to access the notes pop-up after clicking 
“Finished”, there is a “View Notes” button that will bring it back up on the page. 
 

 

 

 

 

Ability to Document Accurate Time of Event in CareSupport 
The CareSupport module allows for ad-hoc tracking of events such as Bowel Tracking, 
Observations, ADLs, Incidents and Unscheduled Vitals. It is not always possible to document 
these events as they happen.  In order for your reporting to be fully accurate, we have added a 
date and time feature to each ad-hoc event.  
 
For example, John Doe had a BM (Bowel Movement) at 3PM on Tuesday but the staff member 
was called to an emergency before she could document the BM in CareSupport. This new 
feature allows the staff member to document the BM on Wednesday morning and select 
Tuesday’s date and the time the BM occurred, and it will display correctly on the Bowel 
Management report.  Before this new feature, administering an ad-hoc event would simply 
time-stamp it at the time it was entered into the system. 

 

 

 

 



  
  
  
 
Discontinuing Medication 
When the “DC Event” button is clicked on a medication event, a new pop-up appears asking for 
a Doctor’s name and a reason why the medication is being discontinued. Both fields are 
required. If either field does not apply, you can simply type in N/A into the box. 

To discontinue a medication, go to the client’s Medication Event Management page in the back 
office, select the medication that needs to be discontinued and click the “DC Event” button. 
 

 

Next, enter the Doctor and Reason and click, “Confirm”. 

 

 
The medication will go into an inactive state and will no longer show up on the client’s active 
medication list. All prompts in the front office will also cease. 
 

 

 

A note will be added to the clients eMAR documenting the medication’s discontinuation. The 
first day the medication is discontinued, you will see a slash “/” followed by dashes “-“, for the 
remaining days in the month. Previously, the row was filled with red “X’s”. 

 

Note placed on the bottom of the MAR: 



  
  
  
 

  

An additional note will be placed on the MAR if a discontinued medication is re-activated. 

 
 
MAR showing the dash marks: 

 

 

 

 

All Schedule Page Changes 
A new summary section has been added to the All Schedule page. It is an aggregate summary of 
how many late (red), on-time (green) and upcoming (yellow) prompts are currently queued for 
each client. You will have a better glimpse of your client’s status with a quick look at the All 
Schedule page.  Individual prompt and schedule information will still be available on the page 
beneath the new section.  The user can click on any row to go directly to the client’s prompt 
page. 



  
  
  
 

 
 

 
 

 
Improvements to Total Events Completed Report 
Program Administrators can run a report on all events completed by location based on a date 
range. The report shows the total number of medications passed, calendar events, tasks and 
vitals documented for each location. It is a great tool to provide your board of directors or 
executive team with information that will give them an idea of the work your staff is doing.   
 

 



  
  
  
 
The report further breaks out these totals by client.  

 

 
To access the Total Events Completed Report, go to the BACK OFFICE > CLIENT MANAGEMENT > 
ALL CLIENTS > MANAGEMENT REPORTS > TOTAL EVENTS COMPLETED. 

Select the date range desired and click the “Generate Report” button.  

Please contact Technical Support to request this report if it has not yet been set up in your 
account. 

 

 
 

 
Periodic Scheduler Change 
When scheduling a periodic medication, the system will now require you to type in a number of 
days rather than select from a drop-down list. The previous drop-down list limited the number 
of days to 31.  The new format allows you to enter as many days as you need without a limit.  

Before: 

 

 

Now: 



  
  
  
 

 
 
 

 

 
User List Report – New Columns Added 
Three new columns were added to the User List Report. Employee IDs, User Names and Email 
Addresses will display on the report. 



  
  
  
 

Bug Fixes  
 
  

Staff signature missing from MAR when treatment task first completed   
A corner case was discovered when a user documented a treatment as the first task on a client’s 
MAR. The user’s initials were added to the eMAR but the user’s signature did not appear until the 
first medication was documented for that client.  This issue has been corrected. 
 
 
Edits to a discharged client’s profile  
It was discovered that a discharged client’s profile could be opened and saved, inadvertently re-
activating the client’s profile. Programming has been added to disallow any edits to a discharged 
client profile. You can now only view the profile and cancel any edits unless you click the “Re-
Admit” button. Edits can no longer be made to a discharged client’s profile. 
 
 
Header for Expiring Medications Report displays wrong report name 
When the Expiring Medications Report was opened, the heading on the page read, “Dispense 
Times”. The name was corrected to display “Expiring Medications Report”. 
 
 
Additional comments do not show on Bowel Management Report (CareSupport) 
Custom buttons created in CareSupport can be configured to require an additional comment be 
entered when documenting an event. When an additional comment was entered for Bowel 
Tracking through the “toilet” icon, the actual comment was not displaying on the Bowel 
Management report. The technical team has corrected the issue and all data now displays 
correctly. 
 
 
Pharmacy Interface – end date is before start date causing errors 
Occasionally, a pharmacy transaction comes in with an end date that is prior to the start date by 
accident. If this occurs and the transaction is accepted into the client’s medication list, users get an 
error message and cannot edit the medication. To prevent this from occurring, a filter has been 
added so that these order transactions will not show in pharmacy waiting and therefore will not be 
added to the client’s medication list. The pharmacy will need to correct the date and resend 
transaction. 
 
  
Comments from PRN follow up missing  
When the “Ineffective” button is selected on a PRN follow up task, it prompts for a comment. The 
system saves the comment, but it was not displaying the it on the MAR. This issue has been 
corrected and it now displays at the bottom of the PRN documentation as before. 
 
 
Bowel Management Report showing <br> symbols (CareSupport) 
The <br> codes have been removed from the bowel management report. 
 
 
Expected prompts missing when meds scheduled at night 
Customers reported missing night prompts when scheduling new medications later in the evening.  
This issue did not consistently occur, but investigation showed that accessing the Medication Event 



  
  
  
 

Management page by clicking on the “Go To Medication” button from a client’s Prompt page, this 
issue would occur. The code was recognizing the time to be Universal Time Zone which is typically 
4-6 hours ahead of times in the United States. This means, the start date was “tomorrow’s” date in 
UTC time zone. Therefore, the system ignored a prompt for 8PM because according to the time, it 
had already passed.  The system was corrected to recognize the user’s current time zone and will 
cease to happen in the future. 
 
 
End of Month Report shows red “X” on scheduled start date 
It was brought to our attention that when a medication was scheduled ahead of time with a start 
date in the future, the End of Month Report was showing a red “X” when the start date should have 
been blank. This issue was resolved immediately. 
 
 
Prompts Locked error remains after configured time 
Customers reported a corner case: In the back office, a program administrator received a “Prompts 
Locked by…” error message when editing a client’s medication. The error message normally 
appears when another user “X’s” out of the browser before logging off. When this occurs, the 
locked prompt will clear automatically after 15-20 minutes (depending on time configured). When 
attempting to edit in the back office, the locked prompt error was not clearing after the time frame.  
This issue has been resolved. 
 
 
Issue with user search function 
When searching for users on the User Management page, the database was not pulling a complete 
list of users. It would only display a partial list. The issue was a character limit in the code. The 
character limit was increased and all users now display in the results. There was also a paging 
issue corrected with this change. 
 
 
Medication event scheduler page time stamps 
The time stamp in the “last edited” column on the medication event scheduler list was showing in 
Universal Time Zone (UTC). The code has been modified to show the time stamp in the user’s 
appropriate time zone. 
 
 
End of shift counts contact administrator error 
Users reported a contact administrator error when the “Compare” button was clicked, hindering a 
successful shift count in the system.  The error was caused by users entering half pills (ex – 3.5) as 
the count. A correction has been made to allow decimals to be entered when conducting a count.  
 
 
End of shift counts page – duplicate medications 
It came to our attention that users were seeing multiple instances of the same medication on the 
end of shift count page. It was determined that duplication was caused when an initial count was 
edited on the medication event scheduler.  The issue has been resolved and medications are no 
longer duplicated on the end of shift count page. 
 
 
Day program user access issues 
Users with access to day program locations reported that they were unable to access their client 



  
  
  
 

 

prompt pages. Access to non-day program locations were not affected. This issue was corrected 
immediately in production. 


